Winter 2022/23

Márkanbáiki – Sámi open-air museum
At the day visit venue Márkanbáiki in Jukkasjärvi we warmly welcome you - bures boahtin! Here do reindeer and Sámi
culture, past and present, play and learning, arts and crafts, and of course traditional and modern flavours converge. A
life-enriching and multisensory experience for the curious visitor in Sápmi, no matter what age.
Discover the Márkanbáiki area, which is located on Jukkasjärvi’s original assembly and marketplace, at your own pace and
on your own with the help of signposted and easy-to-read information that is available in Swedish and English, and/or
join our scheduled guided tour.
In our open-air exhibitions you can learn about the culture, traditions, garments, different devices, nomadic lifestyle, and
history of the reindeer herding Sámi people. Look at art works, walk along our short nature and culture trail and enjoy the
scenery. The playground Mini Sápmi invites kids to exploration.
Our most appreciated companions, the reindeer, are grazing here at the shores of river Torne. It is a special moment
being able to meet-up close with reindeer that are adapted to life in the Arctic’s tough environment.
The guided tour ‘Guossi’, which means guest, is a perfect opportunity to get an introduction to Sápmi and the reindeer
herding livelihood. Our guide will lead you through the venue and jointly feed the reindeer with you!
In Café Sápmi, our giant lávvu-like restaurant with a fireplace in the centre, we serve traditional Sámi food and fika with a
modern twist. Reindeer meat and fish are traditional parts of Sámi cuisine that is about pure taste, quality and care for
animals and nature. So why not rounding off your visit with a local food experience in mesmerising ambiance? We serve
also exciting berry beverages and the village's best coffee.
Some variation in supply may occur depending on season and raw material supply.
In the shop you find local Sámi handicraft, among others antler designs, Sámi silver jewellery, leather bracelets and
reindeer skins, and a carefully selected range of delicatessen from Swedish Lapland. Buy something with you as a
memory or gift, thereby supporting the area's creators and artisans.
OPEN:

Daily, 10.00 - 16.00: 7 Nov 2022 - 16 April 2023. 24 Dec open until 13.00.
Café Sápmi is open 11.00 - 16.00, kitchen closes 15.30.

ENTRANCE TICKET:

Adult: SEK 230. Child (3-12 years): SEK 115.
Student/Senior (65+): SEK 190.
Small child (0-2 years): free in company with paying adult.
No entrance fee to shop and café.

REINDEER FOOD BAG: 50 SEK.
GUIDED TOUR ‘GUOSSI’: A guided museum visit with reindeer feeding; purchasable as add-on to entrance ticket only.
Time: 10.15 - 11.00. Limited number of participants.
Adult/Student/Senior: SEK 100. Child (3-12 years): SEK 50. Free for children up to 2 years.
ADDRESS:

Marknadsvägen 2 in SE-981 91 Jukkasjärvi. Next to Jukkasjärvi church, and 900 m from Icehotel.
15 km from Kiruna Airport and 20 km from central Kiruna. Local bus 501, bus stop ‘Jukkasjärvi
Kyrkan’.

QUALITY:

Nature’s Best, Sápmi Experience and Sustainable Arctic Destination certified.

GROUPS:

Group arrangements upon request.
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